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Expanding the upper limits of robustness of
cellulose nanocrystal aerogels: outstanding
mechanical performance and associated pore
compression response of chiral-nematic
architectures†
Anurodh Tripathi, ‡ab Blaise L. Tardy,
and Orlando J. Rojas *ab

‡*b Saad A. Khan,a Falk Liebner

c

Control over the nanoscale architecture of a material enables ﬁne tuning of its physical characteristics and
associated functions. Depending on the performance demands, properties such as active surface area,
density, optical response, transport characteristics and mechanical resilience can be tailored by
nanostructuring. Herein, we exploit the liquid crystalline phase transitions in aqueous dispersions of
highly anisometric, nanoscaled and high strength (EA > 150 GPa) cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) to aﬀord
chiral-nematic ordered aerogels with controlled meso- and microstructures. Unprecedented levels of
speciﬁc strength and toughness were achieved by controlling CNC assembly and derived architectures.
We determined that the speciﬁc strength, and toughness, of CNC aerogels are improved by up to 137%
and 60%, respectively, compared with the highest reported values for aerogels formed solely from
cellulose nanoﬁbrils or nanocrystals. Our results demonstrate that chiral-nematic ordered aerogels with
controlled meso- and microstructures replicate the liquid crystalline phase transitions of CNCs in
aqueous dispersions. The obtained architectures are evaluated systematically by varying the long-range
order of the aqueous CNC dispersion from mostly isotropic to completely anisotropic. The resulting
aerogels display a strong relationship between the mesopore fraction and selective light reﬂection
(iridescence) as a function of mechanical load. Speciﬁcally, we ﬁnd that the mechanical performance
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associated with pore compression under load is greatly enhanced by chiral-nematic ordering. The new
limits in the mechanical properties of CNC-based aerogels point to new structural considerations for the
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synthesis of next generation porous constructs that exploit the inherent long-range order of such

rsc.li/materials-a

building blocks.

Introduction
Controlling pore sizes, their distribution and their ordering in
a given material oﬀers control over its mechanical characteristics; i.e. from extremely so and tough to strong and brittle.1–3
Generally, such porous assemblies include foams, with a macroscale cellular architecture that provides strength,4,5 or aerogels
with micro/meso pores and high accessible specic surface
a
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areas at the cost of a relative increase in brittleness, for instance
silica aerogels.6,7 In biological tissues, such as wood, multi-scale
porous architectures coexist and can be used to produce high
performance materials by top-down approaches that maintain
the hierarchical framework.8–10 The versatility in such materials
arises principally from the treatment chosen to modify the
composition of the bio-structures and also from the biosynthetic process itself, i.e. via modication during the biological
fabrication of the material. Conversely, bottom-up construction,
i.e. assembling small building blocks into foams or aerogels
oﬀers the advantage that materials can be customized for
a specic application. The latter approach potentially allows for
a more amenable manufacturing process. However, higher
costs caused by elaborate processing steps have to be considered as well, which can include the extraction of the required
small building blocks from an appropriate matrix.11–13 A great
advantage on the other hand is that bottom-up approaches
enable the formation of constructs that are not commonly
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accessible in nature, as demonstrated for a multitude of
synthetic polymeric materials.14
Nanocelluloses have recently been heavily investigated with
regard to their use as building blocks for the creation of porous
materials.13,15 Cellulose nanobers (CNFs) are high axial aspect
nanomaterials featuring widths of 3–20 nm and lengths of the
order of several microns. They are highly exible but strong
(tensile strength of the order of several GPa).16–18 Removal of
disordered cellulose chains from CNF structures, via acid-based
hydrolysis, yields cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs), which are
highly crystalline and extremely strong (EA > 150 GPa).19,20 CNFs
and CNCs have low thermal conductivity, low thermal expansion coeﬃcient,21 poor solubility in most common solvents22
and very high interparticle aﬃnity upon completion of
evaporation-induced self-assembly (EISA).23 The combination of
their high anisometry and nano-scale size with their mechanical strength and chemical inertness renders CNCs ideal
building blocks for the fabrication of next generation lightweight materials, such as foams and aerogels. Hitherto, lightweight materials have mostly been fabricated from sol–gel
precursors, such as alkoxysilanes, achieving excellent control
over transport properties (heat, mass, and sound). However, the
brittleness associated with these materials remains a major
limitation for most uses.24 A particularly appealing aspect of
using highly anisotropic cellulosic building blocks is associated
with their long-range order in aqueous dispersion or in the solid
state.21,25,26 Specically, it has been demonstrated that nematic
ordering of CNCs and CNFs can greatly enhance the properties
of the formed aerogels, for instance, enabling a high directional
toughness while maintaining high optical transparency and
thermal insulation.21,27 Compared to conventional aerogels with
isotropic skeletal structures, the porous assemblies of nematic
ordered aerogels can be further enhanced by uniaxial
compression, whereby pore size harmonization in expense of
macropores and in favor of mesopores occurs.21 CNCs can be
assembled with a chiral-nematic (cn) order, where each of the
nematic planes is arranged helicoidally across the thickness of
the material. Chiral-nematic CNC materials (cn-CNC) can be
easily obtained using various bottom-up approaches, generally
via EISA. The properties of cn-CNC materials can be altered by
various processes such as topography control and the use of
magnetic elds or by the incorporation of additives.28–31 Chiral
nematic arrangements of nanoparticles are omnipresent in
biological systems simultaneously providing high strength and
toughness as well as other properties, such as selective light
reection.32 While cn ordering occurs naturally in plants and
animals, top-down processing to mimic such architectures is
challenging, particularly in scales above a few mm.33–35 Herein,
we formed cn-CNC aerogels gelled by non-solvent-induced
phase separation followed by supercritical drying.36 The eﬀect
of concentration-dependent phase separation and of the EISA to
achieve control over the cn order in the aerogels is investigated.
We demonstrate that the density, mechanical properties and
mesopore volume can be adjusted by controlling the initial state
of assembly and gelation. In that endeavor we demonstrate the
benets of controlling the extent of ordered mesopores to form
outstandingly robust aerogels with specic strength, and
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toughness, outperforming currently reported anisotropically
ordered, single component cellulose aerogels from individualized cellulose nanobrils by 137 and 61% in their respective
specic properties.21,27 We also demonstrate the scalability of
macropores to pore sizes below 100 nm as a function of the
aerogel architecture, wherein a 130% increase in the volume
of pores with sizes of 2–100 nm is achieved by partial
compression of the cn-CNC aerogels. The work presented here
further extends the property spaces for cellulosic aerogels and
denes the scaling phenomenon associated with their specic
strength, specic toughness and long-range order.

Experimental
Materials
Cellulose nanocrystals, CNCs (CAS no. 7789-20-0) were
produced by the USDA's Forest Products Laboratory (FPL,
Madison, WI) and acquired through The Process Development
Center at the University of Maine. In their production, sulfuric
acid hydrolysis was carried out using dissolving grade wood
bers suspended in water. The CNCs were 20 nm in width and
150–300 nm in length and their sulphur content was 0.95 wt%.
Further results from the characterization of the CNCs can be
found in our previous study.26 Milli-Q water (U.S.A. Millipore,
Synergy UV) was used to dilute the CNC dispersion. Acetone was
obtained from VWR Chemicals International S.A.S. and liquid
CO2 was obtained from AGA Oy, Finland.
Synthesis of CNC aerogels
An 11.1 wt% CNC aqueous dispersion was diluted to concentrations of 4, 5.5 and 7 wt% by adding an adequate amount of
Milli-Q water. 50 mL of each of these dispersions were le to
equilibrate for 30 days in a at-base cylindrical container
equipped with a screw top. Thereaer, 50 mL of acetone was
carefully added on top of the dispersion while minimizing any
disturbance of the CNC dispersion with the acetone interface
and to initiate non-solvent induced phase separation. Supernatant removal and replacement with fresh acetone were performed multiple times over the course of one week with
increasing volumes of acetone until a solid gel was obtained.
In another set of experiments, water was evaporated from the
5 wt% CNC dispersion under ambient conditions (21  C and
23% humidity) to achieve nal concentrations of 10, 20 and
25 wt%, where the dispersions were gelled. This was carried out
to evaluate the eﬀect of evaporation-induced self-assembly
(EISA) on the nal arrangement of CNCs in the aerogels, their
pore structure and mechanical properties. These EISA samples
were also subjected to acetone exchange as described above.
The samples obtained aer solvent exchange are referred to as
“organogels”.
The gels were then isolated and cut into small cuboids (ca. 2
cm3 each). Critical point drying was performed with a Leica EM
CPD300. Twenty-ve cycles of liquid CO2 exchange (10  C, 3
samples per batch) were conducted to completely replace
acetone with liquid CO2. Thereaer, the chamber was heated to
40  C (for 1 h to reach 75 bar) and the CO2 was vented oﬀ slowly.
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All CNC aerogels were stored in an airtight container at ambient
temperature until further use. The aerogels obtained by nonsolvent induced gelation from dilute CNC dispersions are
referred to herein as AG-4, AG-5.5, and AG-7 reecting their
respective initial solid contents. The aerogels obtained by EISA
and subsequent non-solvent induced gelation were labelled
according to the CNC content of the dispersions aer EISA,
namely, EISA-10, EISA-20, and EISA-25.
Gel and aerogel characterization
The anisotropic volume fraction of the equilibrated CNC
dispersion was recorded by normalizing the height at the phase
boundary between the isotropic and anisotropic phases with
respect to the initial dispersion height, as reported before.26
Aer the equilibrated dispersion was gelled using acetone, the
gel fraction was recorded as the nal height of the phaseseparated gel, normalized with the initial CNC dispersion
height. The reduction in CNC dispersion volume was reported
as gel volume shrinkage, which consequently resulted in the
increase in CNC concentration, reported as nal concentration
aer gelation.
The volume of CNC aerogels was calculated from their
spatial dimensions and the CNC aerogel bulk density was reported as mass per unit volume. The volume shrinkage of the
gels (VS_Gel) was calculated as
VS_Gel ¼

Vdispersion  Vgel
Vdispersion

whereas volumetric shrinkage of the aerogels (VS_Aerogel)
during critical point drying was calculated as
VS_Aerogel ¼

Vgel  Vaerogel
Vgel

The porosity of the aerogel was calculated from the bulk
density by assuming the density of single CNC to be 1.6 g cm3,
using the following equation:
Porosity ð%Þ ¼ 1 

bulk densityaerogel
 100
1:6

The CNC aerogels were fractured, and their cross-sections
were imaged with a Sigma Zeiss ULTRA-plus Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). Sample preparation was accomplished
by puncturing the surface of the aerogels with a pair of sharp
tweezers. The applied force fractured the aerogel with propagation of the fracture along the cn director along the thickness
of the material, as commonly observed for such architectures
(e.g. as described in ref. 8). This freshly cleaved surface was
sputter coated and exposed to the electron beam aer adhering
the sample to an SEM stub using carbon tape. Importantly, the
direction of the fracture in the Z direction was highly dependent
on the homogeneity of the long-range order and Bouligand cuts
may occur for non-orthogonal fracture propagation (i.e. fractures that are not directly orthogonal to the cn director). This
results in pitches appearing larger than their actual size. This is
clearly illustrated, for instance, in the top section of

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

Fig. S1(b3).† The domains of the aerogels imaged were chosen
based on smaller observed pitches that reected fracture
propagation following the cholesteric director more closely.
Mechanical testing was performed using an INSTRON 4204.
The cuboidal samples of known dimensions with a height of
1 cm were compressed using a load of 1 kN that was lowered at
the rate of 1 mm min1. The aerogels were compressed in the
direction parallel to the cn director. The compression modulus
or stiﬀness of the given aerogel was reported as the slope of the
respective stress–strain curve at 0.5% strain. The toughness of
the aerogel was calculated from the area under the stress–strain
curve up to 70% strain. The strength of the aerogel was recorded
as the stress measured at 70% strain. All these values were
normalized with the bulk density of the aerogel to yield the
specic modulus, specic toughness and specic strength,
respectively.
Nitrogen adsorption and desorption isotherms at 196  C
were recorded using a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 (TriStar II).
Prior to measurement, the samples were degassed for 15 hours
at 97  C under a N2 atmosphere. The Brunauer–Emmett–Teller
(BET) surface area was calculated from the adsorption branch of
the isotherm using data points of the relative pressure range of
0.1–0.3. Pore size distribution and pore volume were calculated
from the desorption branch using the Barrett–Joyner–Halenda
(BJH) method.

Results and discussion
Aerogel synthesis and structure
The concentration-dependent phase separation and long-range
ordering of CNCs in dispersion as employed herein for the
preparation of anisotropic gels, and aerogels, are shown schematically in Fig. 1. The preparation of cn-CNC aerogels was
conducted via (1) non-solvent (acetone) induced gelation of
dispersions and (2) evaporation induced self-assembly (EISA) of
CNCs at diﬀerent solid contents (Fig. 1a and b). For non-solvent
induced gelation, CNC dispersions (4, 5.5 and 7 wt%) were le
undisturbed until equilibrium was reached, yielding an upper,
isotropic and a bottom, anisotropic phase.26 While the isotropic
phases are dominated by randomly oriented CNCs, cn tactoids
coexist with fused domains in the anisotropic volume fractions.
The latter have higher specic density compared to the isotropic
top layers. The volume fractions of the respective phases whose
ratios change with variation of the total CNC content are listed
in Table S1.† In another set of experiments expanding the
investigation of evaporation induced self-assembly (EISA),
a 5 wt% dispersion of CNCs was concentrated to diﬀerent levels
of solid content (10, 20 and 25 wt%) by slow evaporation of
water. The hierarchically structured architecture was uniaxially
densied by evaporation, yielding large nematic “planes”
arranged in a chiral nematic, helicoidal order across the
thickness of the assembly, as previously reported.26,37,38 This
results from the kinetic arrest concentration, which forces
respective dispersions to gel at solid contents beyond 7 wt%.25
Both the equilibrium phase-separated samples consisting of
upper isotropic and lower anisotropic phases as well as the EISA
samples were subjected to solvent exchange from water to
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the two types of precursor dispersions used for CNC aerogel preparation, (a) equilibrated CNC dispersions of
varying concentrations (4, 5.5, and 7 wt%) and (b) CNC dispersions obtained by evaporation induced self-assembly (EISA) with ﬁnal CNC
concentrations of 10, 20 and 25 wt% exhibiting increasing long-range order. “Lamellar” herein refers to annealed cn domains. (c) Schematic
representation of corresponding aerogels with a highly disordered, isotropic fraction shown for the 4% aerogel, whereas a long-range order is
shown for 7% and 20% aerogels. (d) A representation of the order-dependent properties described throughout the study (further described in
Fig. 4).

acetone by multiple solvent exchanges steps (see Experimental
section for the solvent exchange procedure). A high volume
shrinkage was observed for the non-solvent induced gelation of
the equilibrated CNC dispersions, i.e. non EISA samples. The
gels formed from these dispersions featured a highly percolated
CNC network morphology. Compared to the volume of the
initial dispersions, reductions in volume of 41, 59 and 59% were
observed for the dispersions containing 4, 5.5 and 7 wt% CNC,
respectively (Table S1†). The resulting high CNC content aﬀorded dense transparent gels that underwent little volume
reduction (1.9–6.1%), during the nal supercritical carbon
dioxide drying, yielding aerogels. The obtained aerogels were
named AG-4, 5.5 and 7 corresponding to the respective CNC
contents of the initial dispersions. It is worth mentioning that
the nal CNC content (wt%) of the gels increased from the
initial CNC content (wt%) as follows: 12.4 (4 initial) < 14.8 (5.5) <
17.2 (7).
CNC dispersions of higher solid content ($10 wt%) as obtained by EISA of a 5 wt% CNC dispersion exhibited negligible
volume contraction upon infusion of the non-solvent, acetone,
that triggered the formation of semi-transparent gels. The obtained aerogels were named EISA-10, 20 and 25 corresponding
to the respective nal CNC concentration.
All solvent exchanged gels were converted to aerogels via
supercritical carbon dioxide drying (details in the Experimental

15312 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2019, 7, 15309–15319

section). Comprehensive morphological, mechanical and pore
analyses, as detailed below, conrmed that the properties of the
aerogels are closely correlated with the CNC content of the
dispersions prior to non-solvent induced gel formation, which
dened the respective order from isotropic to cn (Fig. 1c and d).
Backlit images of organogels, in acetone, formed aer
solvent exchange are shown in Fig. 2a. The arrows in the gure
indicate the observed phase boundary between the isotropic
and anisotropic phases in gels formed from CNC dispersions at
concentrations of 4 and 5.5 wt%. Compared to the volume
shrinkage that occurred during solvent exchange (40–60%), the
formation of aerogel by supercritical drying caused only
a minimal further densication (volume reduction of <7%,
Fig. 2b). Therefore, the density of the aerogels correlated well
with the CNC concentration in the gels, which was also intimately linked with the initial aqueous dispersion concentration
as shown by the black line plotted in Fig. 2b.
Fractured surfaces of the aerogels obtained from diﬀerent
precursor CNC concentrations were observed by SEM to identify
the macroscopic arrangements and long-range orientation of
the nanoparticles. All fractures (cf. Experimental section) were
observed to be perpendicular to the main plane of the formed
aerogels, i.e. across the principal plane of orientation of CNCs.
SEM images of the top and bottom cross-section of CNC aerogels are presented in Fig. 3 and S1.† The 4 wt% CNC dispersion

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Fig. 2 (a) Backlit gels formed after solvent exchange in acetone. The labels on the left-side indicate the concentrations of the precursor
dispersions. Blue arrows indicate transitions from the chiral nematic fraction (bottom) to the isotropic one (top). (b) Volume shrinkage associated
with gel formation (yellow) and aerogel preparation (purple). The corresponding values are shown in the bar graph. The total shrinkage is the sum
of the two values. Aerogel density is also reported in the graph.

displayed an upper, isotropic domain and a bottom, anisotropic
domain. Consequently, as displayed in Fig. 3(a1), a disordered
pore structure is observed in the top cross-section of the AG-4
aerogel, whereas the bottom cross-section of the same system
shows preserved nematic planes with large interlayer distances
(Fig. 3(b1)). A zoomed-out image of the AG-4 bottom crosssection shows a corrugated/wrinkled structure perpendicular
to the cn director, as shown in Fig. S2.† The latter eﬀect can be
ascribed to the direction-dependent solvent-intrusion, which
may have led to preferential aggregation in one direction within
the nematic planes. A cross section of AG-5.5 displayed in
Fig. S3† clearly shows the transition between anisotropic and
isotropic phases with a seemingly increased corrugation in the
anisotropic domain. A similar corrugated structure is also
observed in the upper cross-section of the AG-7 aerogel

(Fig. 3(a2)), with the respective precursor aqueous dispersion
forming a principally anisotropic phase. The ngerprint of
ordered cn structures is observed both atop (Fig. 3(a2)) and at
the bottom (Fig. 3(b2)) of the cross-sections of AG-7 aerogel.
EISA from 5 wt% CNC dispersions to 20 wt% dispersions
(namely, EISA-20) resulted in the development of long-ranged cn
domains, as seen before.26 The hierarchical order is evident in
the SEM images of corresponding EISA-20 aerogel samples. A
reduction in pitch with increasing CNC concentration can be
seen from the SEM image of the bottom cross-section of AG-4
and AG-7 as well as EISA-20 shown in Fig. 3b, with specic
reections (structural colors) observed for the EISA-20 gels
(Fig. S4†). The top cross-section of the EISA-20 aerogel also
exhibits a similar corrugation of the nematic domains
(Fig. 3(a3)) and well-oriented cn structures in the bottom

Fig. 3 SEM images of the aerogel cross-sections observed perpendicular to the principal plane of the assembly, across cn pitches. The top row
exhibits images near the top cross-section, (a1) AG-4, (a2) AG-7, and (a3) EISA-20 (scale bars: 20 mm). The bottom row exhibits images near the
bottom cross section, (b1) AG-4, (b2) AG-7 (scale bars: 10 mm), and (b3) EISA-20 (scale bar: 5 mm).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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(Fig. 3(b3)). This highlights the eﬀect of the rate of acetone
diﬀusion during solvent-assisted gelation. The faster intrusion
led to more signicant deformation in the upper layers, in
contrast to the bottom layers. The fact that such deformations
are present across the AG-4 sample (Fig. S2†) suggests relatively
unhindered diﬀusion of acetone coupled to limited structural
integrity of the low concentration dispersion, which particularly
matters in the initial stages of gelation.
From the data presented so far, it can be observed that the cn
structure of CNCs is well-preserved within the aerogels and that
its fused domains correspond well with the dispersion behavior
suggested in Fig. 1 and 2a. However, the solvent exchange may
signicantly aﬀect the macro-scale orientation of cn domains
generating hierarchical structures with wavy corrugated macrodomains.

Aerogel long range order and mechanical attributes
The existence of a long-range cn order is oen associated with
mechanical toughness and strength, as is the case in most
natural structures possessing such an order, e.g., as observed in
the armor of crustaceans.33,35 Herein, up to EISA-10, the aerogels
exhibited a density < 0.2 g cm3 (Table S2 and Fig. S5a†), yet
they displayed unusual strength as demonstrated in Fig. S5b,†
which illustrates that a 2 kg load applied on the aerogel
produced no macroscopically visible damage (see inset). This
qualitative observation motivated the quantication and
comparison of the mechanical properties of CNC aerogels as
described in Fig. 1 with other aerogels reported in the literature,
as illustrated in Fig. 4b.
All aerogels were compressed with a maximum load of
1000 N on a comparatively similar area of applied load, with
strains applied in the direction perpendicular to the lamellae,
where lamellae refer to well annealed cn domains as depicted in
Fig. 1b. The stress–strain proles are described in Fig. 4a and
a summary of the mechanical properties obtained is available in
Table S2.† The stress–strain curves exhibit a small linear elastic
region below 1% strain followed by a plateau and a subsequent
densication regime typical of porous architectures (Fig. 4a
inset). The obtained Young's modulus of AG-7 (1.90 MPa)
compared to that of AG-4 (0.17 MPa) and AG-5.5 (0.45 MPa)
indicates a well-developed, compact microstructure that resists
compression. In contrast, a high fraction of the disordered,
porous structure of AG-4 is compressible (highest compression
strain of 90% at a stress of 3.1 MPa). The stiﬀness, toughness,
and strength of the aerogels increase (Table S2†) as the orientation of CNCs shis from the disordered AG-4 to the highly
ordered cholesteric architecture of AG-7. The EISA-25 aerogel
consists of the most ordered and the densest structures as reected by the highest modulus (2.50 MPa) and the lowest
compression strain (52% at a stress of 3.0 MPa). The extent of
ordering, density and mechanical properties of EISA-10 and 20
are in between those of EISA-25 and AG-7 (Fig. S6 and Table
S2†). The increase in long range order is also observed from the
values of densication strain as shown in Table S2.† The
densication strain is dened as the threshold strain from
which stress increases exponentially. This corresponds to the
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stage where the individual rigid domains collide with each
other and is reported as the intersection of tangents drawn at
the plateau and densication regions of the stress–strain
curves. The densication strain decreases sharply from AG-4
(80%) to AG-7 (64%) owing to the well-developed long-range
cholesteric order of the latter. A further sharp decrease in the
densication strain was observed for the EISA aerogel series,
dropping from 52% for EISA-10 to 30% for the EISA-25 aerogel.
The visual appearance of the AG-5.5 aerogel under
compression following the stress–strain proling is included in
Fig. 4a. Interestingly, upon an intermediate compression of
50%, the initially whitish AG-5.5 aerogel turns reddish and,
upon a maximum compression of 76%, transitions to greenish.
The observed shiing of light reection to lower wavelengths
indicates a reduction of the well conserved cn pitch. Other
aerogels also presented similar compression-induced shiing
of their specic reections (Fig. S7†). The most pronounced
diﬀerence was observed for AG-4 which transitioned from an
initially slightly red reection towards green and blue reections when undergoing partial compression and up to 90%
compression, respectively (Fig. S7a†). AG-4 and AG-5 showed
a more pronounced lowering in reection wavelength, suggesting that their high compliance is important for such attributes. The observed compression-dependent iridescence of cnCNC aerogels should be further explored since it has the
potential to be used in a new class of biobased mechanical
aerogel sensors, such as to report damage when used to protect
goods under compression. Similar observations have also been
previously reported in another study using nanocomposites
formed from chiral nematic ordered CNCs embedded in aminoformaldehyde resins.39
It is noteworthy that the absolute value of stiﬀness for the
EISA-25 aerogel is 100-times higher than the highest reported
stiﬀness for monolithic, isotropically ordered CNC aerogels
produced by Abraham et al.40 and 3-times higher than that for
nematically oriented CNF aerogels reported by Kobayashi et al.27
Furthermore, the absolute values of toughness and strength of
AG-7 aerogels are approximately 10 and 15 times higher,
respectively, compared to the highest toughness for CNF aerogels measured by the same authors27 and by Plappert et al.21
Note that the strength of an aerogel, its stiﬀness (Young's
modulus), toughness, and compression resistance are strongly
correlated with its density. Therefore, the measured properties
were normalized with density to obtain specic-strength and
specic-toughness. As such, AG-7 exhibited outstanding specic
toughness (2.99 MPa cm3 g1) and strength (17.59 MPa cm3 g1)
compared with previously reported mechanically robust nanocellulose aerogels (Fig. 4b). In particular, the EISA-10 aerogel
exhibited the highest specic toughness (3.55 MPa cm3 g1) and
strength (21.52 MPa cm3 g1) reported so far for monolithic
nanocellulose aerogels (Fig. S8†), considerably higher than
those for any reported aerogels made from single component
CNCs and oriented CNFs. The excellent mechanical properties
of AG-7 and EISA-10 aerogels are attributed to a long-range
cholesteric order achieved at a comparatively low density. It is
noteworthy that the EISA-20 aerogel, with a higher and more
packed long-range order, exhibited a decrease in specic
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Fig. 4 (a) Stress–strain curves of the CNC aerogels. The inset shows the magniﬁcation of stress–strain curves at low strains; compression
dependent development of structural color for cn domains containing AG-5.5 is shown on the right-hand side for initial, 50% and maximum
compression. Note that the image presented results from an identical light source orientation and intensity to maximize speciﬁc reﬂections. The
oﬀ-white appearance of the initial aerogel is representative of a white aerogel. (b) A plot of speciﬁc toughness vs. speciﬁc strength exhibiting the
mechanical properties obtained for CNC aerogels in this study (closed circles) compared to those previously reported in the literature (open
circles). Note that the values for EISA-10 and EISA-20 also lie within the cn domain of the speciﬁc toughness vs. speciﬁc strength plot (Fig. S8†). (1)
Abraham et al.,40 (2) Plappert et al.,21 (3) Yang & Cranston,41 (4) Yang et al.,42 and (5) Kobayashi et al.27 (c) Post compression SEM images of the AG4, AG-7, and EISA-25 samples.

properties due to an approximately doubled density when
compared to the EISA-10 aerogel. The latter observation highlights a new milestone in the limits of mechanical toughness
and strength for nanocellulose constructs.
Insights into the compression-response of the aerogels were
further provided by SEM observations of the compressed aerogels. The lower section of the aerogels aer compression
(Fig. 4c) indicates a completely collapsed structure with
a laminar morphology but clearly not a cn order for AG-4. In
contrast, AG-7 and EISA-25 underwent a signicant reduction in
pitch length with a well conserved cn order.

Eﬀect of aerogel architectures and compression on their
porous structures and associated CNC arrangements
The observed compression-induced iridescence and the
outstanding performance of cn-CNC aerogels further motivated
analysis of the pore size distribution as it was previously wellcorrelated with mechanical performance for nematically
ordered nanocellulose aerogels.21 In this endeavor, the data

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

obtained from N2 adsorption isotherms and BJH desorption
curves (Fig. 5) provide insights into the porous structures and
associated CNC arrangements in the aerogels. For all aerogels,
N2 adsorption isotherms followed an IUPAC Type IV isotherm
attributed to a predominantly mesoporous structure (Fig. 5a for
the AG-7 aerogel). The fact that the shape of the isotherm
remained unchanged upon aerogel compression indicates that
the obtained structures preserve the structure of pores in the
size range of 2–100 nm. However, the extent of N2 gas adsorbed
by the AG-7 aerogel was maximum at an intermediate level of
aerogel compression. This suggests an increase in the pore
volume in the 10–100 nm range, which can be conrmed by
a complete analysis as evaluated in Table 1. In addition, the fact
that the BET surface area does not change signicantly upon
compression suggests that, principally, few pores greater than
100 nm shrink to pore sizes of less than 100 nm. This is associated with an increase in capillary condensation of N2 as
previously demonstrated.21
The PSD data and mean pore size values can be seen in Table
1. A lower value of Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM)
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Fig. 5 (a) The N2 adsorption isotherm of the AG-7 aerogel as a function of the strain-dependent compression detailed in Table 1. The pore size
distribution (PSD) of AG-4 (b) and AG-7 (c) aerogels as a function of the strain-dependent compression detailed in Table 1. (d) The PSD of EISA-10,
20 and 25 aerogels as well as the eﬀect of the strain-dependent compression detailed in Table 1 on EISA-25.

indicates that pore sizes in the aerogels have a narrower
distribution. The broad PSD of AG-4 (38.3 nm, FWHM ¼ 45.9
nm) becomes signicantly narrower aer intermediate
(32.5 nm, FWHM ¼ 22.4 nm) and full compression (24.3 nm,

Table 1

Samples
AG-4

AG-7

EISA-10
EISA-20
EISA-25
EISA-25

FWHM ¼ 17.1 nm), evident from Fig. 5b. This is in good
agreement with the behavior of low-density (18–25 mg cm3)
CNF aerogels.21 A similar eﬀect was seen for AG-7, where the
PSD of the AG-7 aerogel (33.6 nm, FWHM ¼ 36.1 nm) is

Properties of CNC aerogels as determined from the N2 adsorption isotherm
Pore size
distribution (nm)

Comp.
(%)

Bulk density
(g cm3)

BET area
(m2 g1)

Porositya
(%)

Pore volumeb
(cm3 g1) (2–100 nm)

Mean

FWHM

N2 adsorbedc
(cm3 g1 STP)

0
60
Full (89%)
0
40
Full (72.6%)
0
0
0
Full (52.4%)

0.137
0.343
1.245
0.199
0.332
0.726
0.171
0.329
0.428
0.899

255
213
232
208
235
196
231
249
240
189

91.4
78.6
22.2
87.6
79.3
54.6
89.3
79.4
73.2
43.8

7.9
9.3
7.5
4.9
11.1
6.4
6.4
9.3
10.9
5.2

38.3
32.5
24.3
33.6
32.6
23.1
38.6
28.8
26.6
16.5

45.9
22.4
17.1
36.1
23.5
17.8
46.5
20.8
20.7
12.9

735
791
797
460
937
412
472
889
843
480

a
Calculated from bulk density of the aerogel. b From BJH desorption. c From the N2 desorption isotherm at p/p0 ¼ 0.972; FWHM ¼ full width at half
maximum.
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narrowed aer intermediate (32.6 nm, FWHM ¼ 23.5 nm) and
full compression (23.1 nm, FWHM ¼ 17.8 nm), Fig. 5c. It is
noteworthy that upon intermediate compression, both AG-4
and AG-7 achieve similar density, porosity, and PSD, yet the
pore volume of AG-7 is higher than that of the AG-4 aerogel.
The BJH desorption curves for aerogels obtained aer EISA
(Fig. 5d) provide another point of comparison for the eﬀect of
anisotropicity in the dispersions used as precursors for the
aerogels. Compared to that for the aerogels formed from lower
concentration dispersions, a narrower PSD is evident for EISA20 and 25, with a mean PSD of 26–29 nm and FWHM of
20.7 nm, potentially from tightly stacked nematic planes with
a reduced pitch of the cn assembly. Upon full compression, the
PSD of EISA-25 was reduced to a mean value of 16.5 nm with
a narrower FWHM of 12.9 nm.

Pore volume and structure
The pore volume obtained from BJH desorption provides
additional insights into the development of pores with a radius
in the range of 2–100 nm upon compression. The pore volume
achieves a maximum at intermediate compression for AG-4 (9.3
cm3 g1) and AG-7 (11.1 cm3 g1), which again suggests pore
size harmonization at the expense of macropores to pores
within 2–100 nm, as shown in Fig. 6. Upon maximum
compression, a decrease in pore volume is observed. However,
the decrease in pore volume is more prominent for the AG-7
aerogel. A similar behavior in pore structure transition was
observed by Plappert et al.21 aer densication of nematic aerogels formed from periodate oxidized CNFs.
In the case presented herein, the AG-4 aerogel (78% isotropic
volume fraction), forms randomly aggregated CNC structures.
They are revealed to be disordered, quasi-cellular pore structures represented as crisscross arrangements in Fig. 6. The AG-7
aerogel formed from a nearly fully anisotropic 7% CNC

Journal of Materials Chemistry A

dispersion exhibits an ordered pore structure throughout the
aerogel volume (represented as stacked lines in Fig. 6). The
large distance between CNCs in AG-4 may result in clustering
prior to gelation. Upon intermediate compression and owing to
the more continuous and ordered network of pores in AG-7,
collapse of pores in AG-7 occurs less easily than in AG-4. This
also limits the N2 accessibility and its condensation in the pores
of the AG-4 aerogel. The pore-collapse behavior also explains
why a dramatic increase in pore volume for AG-7 is observed
compared to that for AG-4, although the mean value of PSD is
approximately similar for both.
The latter observations are in contrast with those for EISA-10
to EISA-25, which results in a densication by EISA rather than
by compression. Hence, the pore volume increases from 6.4 to
10.9 cm3 g1 with a small reduction in porosity from 89.3 to
73.2%. The results suggest that the dispersion gelled and
developed a more close-packed long-range order by evaporation, which translated into an ordered and compact architecture with uniform and small pore sizes for the obtained
aerogels. Upon full compression of EISA-25, both the porosity
and pore volume were reduced to 10.9 and 5.2 cm3 g1,
respectively, suggesting that some pores within the size range of
2–100 nm were either fully collapsed or became inaccessible.
Additionally, the N2 adsorption of lms produced with the same
CNC mass via full EISA did not reveal any mesoporous structures (Fig. S9†). This information coupled with the compression
data of AG-7 and EISA-25 suggests a limit in self-assembly/
compression eﬀects where mesopores cannot be maintained
above 25% for well-ordered CNC aerogels.
Aerogels obtained from precursors at high CNC concentrations by EISA further self-assemble and may be more benecial
for generating uniform mesoporous structures and tough aerogels without additional compression. This is in contrast, to
some extent, to the behavior observed for AG-7, where an
intermediate compression is highly benecial for the

The pore volume in the pore range of 2–100 nm, calculated from the BJH desorption isotherm. The illustrations demonstrate the eﬀect of
compression on the isotropic (crisscrossed lines) and anisotropic (linear lines) fractions of the aerogels.

Fig. 6
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generation of uniform pores with sizes of 2–100 nm. Overall,
a tightly packed cn structure resulting from an incomplete EISA
or compression of a ‘looser’ aerogel with cn order (e.g. AG-7)
generated uniform mesoporous structures and may present
enhanced strength and toughness, as seen from EISA-10 and 25
and intermediate compression of AG-7.

Conclusions
A range of light-weight aerogels that preserve the cn structure of
the precursor CNC dispersions as well as their order were
produced. We demonstrate a strong correlation between
increasing the cn arrangement of CNCs and enhancing the
mechanical robustness of the aerogels. In fact, the specic
strength and toughness of the micro-structurally ordered CNC
aerogels, two generally mutually exclusive properties, are 500–
600% higher than those of disordered CNC aerogels reported in
the literature. Aerogels from predominantly isotropic 4% CNC
dispersions (AG-4) exhibit more disordered structures, and
hence lower specic strength and toughness (3 times),
compared to aerogels formed from completely anisotropic 7%
CNC aqueous dispersions (AG-7). Upon enhancing the ordering
of CNCs via evaporation induced self-assembly (EISA), a further
increase in mechanical properties is observed with specic
strength and toughness reaching 21.5 and 3.5 MPa cm3 g1,
respectively for the EISA-10 aerogel. The absolute value of
strength and toughness increases for EISA-20 but a two-fold
increase in density decreases the specic values of strength
and toughness. The aerogel pore structure revealed that
uniaxial densication more than doubles the pore volume (2–
100 nm) of the AG-7 aerogels by partially compressing the
nematically arranged macropores into a range of smaller pores
within the 2–100 nm range. Such a dramatic increase in pore
volume was not observed for compression of disordered CNC
arrangements in AG-4 aerogels. In contrast, the EISA-10 to EISA25 aerogels exhibited a gradual increase in pore volume as the
dispersion was concentrated by EISA. Finally, the compression
of cn-CNC aerogels exhibited structural color arising from the cn
orientation of CNCs, which is strongly coupled with the
mechanical robustness of cn-CNC aerogels, thus making them
attractive choices as colorimetric sensors, for instance, for
mechanically damaged goods.
The increased anisotropy, long-range order in the aerogels, is
strongly correlated with an enhanced specic strength and
specic toughness. Therefore, our results encourage the use of
highly ordered porous structures via long-range ordering of
nano-scale building blocks to form ultra-robust materials,
eﬀectively expanding the property space of CNC aerogels.
Besides the properties of the formed aerogels, including
mechanically responsive iridescence and high pore volume, this
study opens new areas of application for porous CNC architectures and also new considerations for the development of
porous constructs from liquid crystals.
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